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Abstract
This paper deals with sti ness analysis for e ective
peg-in/out-hole tasks using multi- ngered robot hand
without inter- nger coupling. We rst observe the
fact that some of coupling sti ness elements cannot
be planned arbitrary. Then, we analyze the conditions
of the speci ed sti ness matrix in the operational space
to successfully and more e ectively achieve the given
peg-in/out-hole tasks. It is concluded that the location of compliance center on the peg and the coupling
sti ness element between the translational and the rotational direction play important roles for successful
peg-in/out-hole tasks. Simulation results are included
to verify the feasibility of the analytic results.
Keywords : Peg-in/out-hole, Sti ness analysis,
Robot hand.

1 Introduction
When an object grasped by a robot hand is being
manipulated, explicit force-based ne motion control
[1]-[3] may not be practically easy because it is not
only hard to implement the force sensor, but also the
signal processing of the force signal is not easy. It
therefore has been pointed out that instead of explicit
force signal the sti ness or compliance is an important
quantity for characterizing the grasping and manipulation by robot hands.
Many approaches have been reported in the eld
of grasp sti ness or compliance [4]-[7]. The sti ness
of objects grasped by virtual springs was analyzed
in cases of planar and three-dimensional space in [4].
Yokoi, et al. [5] proposed a direct compliance control
method and applied the method to a parallel arm. In
[6], it is pointed out that a sti ness matrix containing some o -diagonal terms can be useful to prevent
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jamming of contact tasks. However, the methodology to achieve the desired sti ness characteristic is
still an open research eld. Recently, Kim, et al.
[7] proposed an independent nger/joint-based compliance control method for robot hands manipulating
an object, and also the geometric condition for successful implementation of compliance control scheme
have been addressed. They showed that an independent nger/joint-based compliance control via redundant actuation was more adequate to modulate the
operational sti ness comparing with the case of the
kinematically redundant structured ngers or manipulators.
In this paper, an independent nger/joint-based
compliance control method is applied to a peg-in/outhole tasks using robot hands. Related to the peg-inhole task using robot hands rstly, Whitney [8] classi ed the geometry of the inserted peg and analyzed
the force relations in the peg-in-hole task by using a
remote center compliance mechanism. Asada, et al.
[9] analyzed the dynamic process of a peg insertion.
Matsuoka, et al. [10] used a multi-sensors-based control system to perform a given peg-in-hole task and
also proposed a method of executing tasks based on
motion primitives for ne manipulation. Shimoga, et
al. [11] presented that the desirable location of compliance center should be the point on the grasped object
which rst touches or which already is in contact with
the inserting work piece. An approach to disassembly
task was treated in [12]. However, the proper location
of compliance center and the determination of sti ness
characteristics to e ectively achieve the given peg-inhole task have not been considered yet. Moreover, for
the case of peg-out-hole task, there are few research
results considering the proper location of compliance
center and the determination of sti ness characteristics, where not only peg-in-hole task but also peg-outhole task is required to consider those factors for suc-

cessful performance practically.
In this paper, we treat both the location of compliance center and the determination of sti ness characteristics for e ective peg-in-hole and peg-out-hole
tasks. By simulations, it is con rmed that the location of compliance center on the peg and the role of a
coupling sti ness element existing between the translational and the rotational direction are important for
e ective peg-in-hole and peg-out-hole tasks.

2 Independent Finger/Joint Based
Compliance Control
Consider a rigid peg being inserted in a hole by
a three- ngered robot hand in two-dimensional space
as shown in Figure 1. The relationship between the

In [7], it is analyzed that a robot hand should have
at least three ngers to modulate 3  3 object sti ness
characteristic in two-dimensional space. An alternative form of (1) can be expressed by

Koo = [B of ] Kff ;

(2)
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Figure 1: Peg-in-hole task using a three- ngered robot
hand.

desired object sti ness matrix [K o] in the operational
space and the sti ness matrix [K f ] in the ngertip
space [7] is given as
[K o ] = [Gfo ]T [K f ][Gfo ];
(1)
where
2
[K o ] = 4
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K oyx K oyy K oy 5 ;
K ox K oy K o

and [Gfo ] denotes the Jacobian relating the ngertip
space to the task space.

and yi , xi denote the elements of position vectors directing from the ith nger contact position to the task
position, and they are given all positive. [i K fxx] and
[i K fyy ] represent the x- and y-directional sti ness elements in the ngertip space of the ith nger, respectively.
Note that the elements of the second row of the
mapping matrix [B of ] in (2) are calculated as zero.
This is because we excluded the coupling terms
i K fxy (i=1, 2, 3) in the ngertip space for independent compliance control. Thus, we have zero K oxy ,
which, in fact, is a linear combination of i K fxy (i=1, 2,
3). Also, note that the third row of [B of ] corresponds
to modulation of K ox . However, we can easily notice that zero K ox cannot be achieved by all positive
sti ness components Kff de ned in the ngertip space
since the three in uence coecients (i.e., y1 , y2, and
y3 ) are always positive in this grasped con guration.
Consider a modi ed posture of grasp in Figure 2,
in which the contact position of the third nger lies
above the task position O. In this case, the (3, 5)
element of [B of ] is converted to ;y3 and thus, zero
K ox can be achieved. However, since the posture of
grasp as shown in Figure 2 is not allowed in a peg-inhole task, zero K ox cannot be obtained. Therefore,
K ox always
exists.
Let [Dof ] be the matrix excluding the second and
 be the vector excluding
third rows of [B of ] and Koo
K oxy and K ox of Koo. Then, Kff can be obtained
as follows:
 = [Do ]+ K  :
Kff
f
oo

(3)

Figure 2: A three- ngered grasp.
Next, the coupling sti ness element K ox can be determined by

K ox = [Bof ]3 Kff ;

(4)

where [B of ]3 denotes the third row of [B of ].

3 Analysis of Compliance Characteristic for Assembling Task
In the paper, we consider the peg-in/out-hole problems, respectively, in a quasi-static state.

3.1 Peg-In-Hole Task
When a rigid peg being inserted in a hole by threengered robot hand in two-dimensional space, let us
consider that a left-side of the peg is being contacted
on the hole as shown in Figure 3 by x-directional
position error and hence the peg is taken some xdirectional reaction force.
The forces exerted on the virtual springs attached
to the peg tip can be expressed as
2
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where the small de ections of the virtual springs in
the x-, y-, and rotational directions, respectively, are
given by

uox = udox ; uaox;
uoy = udoy ; uaoy ;
uo = udo ; uao ;
and here udoj and uaoj denote the j -directional desired
and actual position, respectively.
The x-directional force fox, y-directional force foy ,
and torque o , which are induced by the x-directional

Figure 3: Left-side contact
reaction force(frox > 0), are given by
fox = ;frox;
(6)
foy = ;frox;
(7)
o = frox(l + r);
(8)
where , l, and r denote the friction coecient at the
contacting surface, the length between the compliance
center and the point p, and the radius of peg, respectively.
If a virtual desired path to be followed is intentionally given to be inside the surface of the hole, the small
de ection uox of the virtual spring in the x-direction
becomes negative. Thus, a positive directional reaction force and its associated friction force are generated, and simultaneously, the orientation change of the
peg is occurred by the torque caused by the reaction
forces. From equations (5), (6), and (8), the torque
relation at the compliance center can be given by
K oxuox + K ouo =
;K oxx(l + r)uox ; K ox (l + r)uo : (9)
By rearranging (9), we have


K
+
K
(
l
+
r
)
ox
oxx
uo = ; K + K (l + r) uox: (10)
o
ox
Note that since the sign of the value inside parenthesis is always given positive and uox is negative in
this case, the orientation change by touching the leftside of the peg on the hole is at least greater than

zero from (10) and hence the inserted peg rotate to
the counterclockwise direction about the compliance
center. Therefore, this phenomena facilitates the insertion task. Even though l=0 and =0, existence of
K ox makes the insertion job successful.
Then, consider the case that a right-side of the peg
is being contacted on the hole as shown in Figure 4.

By rearranging (14), we have


K
+
r
K

ox
oxx
uo = ; K + rK  uox:
o
ox


(15)

From (15), note that the sign of the value inside
parentheses is always positive. Since uox is always
taken positive in this contact type, uo becomes negative. This results clockwise rotation of the peg, which
is undesirable for peg insertion.
Now, consider the peg-in-hole task shown in Figure
5, where the location of compliance center is modi ed.
In Figure 5, the length parameters, c and a, and

Figure 4: Right-side contact
The forces exerted on the virtual springs of attached
to the peg are derived as
fox = fr fcos(o ) + sin(o )g ;
(11)
foy = ;fr fsin(o ) + cos(o )g ;
(12)
o = ;rfox;
(13)
where


tan
(

)
;

o
 = ; 1 + tan( )  0; o;min  o  2;
o
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;
1
o;min = 2 + cos rr ;
h
o;min and rh denote the minimum orientation angle
of the peg and the radius of the hole, respectively.
When a right-side of the peg is being contacted on
the hole, some negative directional reaction forces and
its associated friction force are generated, and simultaneously, the orientation change of the peg is occurred
by the torque caused by the reaction forces. From
equations (5), (11), and (13), the torque relation at
the compliance center can be given by
K oxuox + K ouo =
;rK oxxuox ; rK oxuo : (14)

Figure 5: Modi ed right-side contact.
angle are computed as

c = rjtan(o )j;
p
a = r2 +b2 ;
= cos;1 ar ;

(16)
(17)
(18)

fox = fr fcos(o ) + sin(o )g ;
foy = ;fr fsin(o ) + cos(o )g ;
o = afox;

(19)
(20)
(21)

where b is the distance from the peg tip to the compliance center and it is a design parameter to be determined.
When we set b larger than c, the x- and ydirectional forces, and torque induced by the xdirectional reaction force(fr > 0) are given by

where  is de ned as
=

sin(

)+

cos( )tan(o ) ;  fcos(
1 + tan(o )

)

; sin( )tan(o )g

and here, if the angle is properly determined by
setting the distance b, the sign of  can be set up to
be positive in most case.
From equations ( 5), (19), and (21), the torque relation at the compliance center can be given by

K oxuox + K ouo =
aK oxxuox + aK ox uo :

(22)

By rearranging (22), the orientation change of the peg
can be expressed as




K ox ; aK oxx uox:
uo = ; K
o ; aK ox 

(23)

In this case, the orientation change of the peg is
at least greater than zero if either of the following
conditions are satis ed.

K ox ; aK oxx  uox;
uo = ; K
o ; aK ox 
K ox> aK oxx and Ko < aK ox; (24)
K ox ; aK oxx uox;
uo = ; K
o ; aK ox 
K ox < aK oxx and K o > aK ox: (25)

From equations (24) and (25), we can notice that
the sti ness elements in the operational space should
be carefully selected for e ective handling of the given
peg-in-hole task.

3.2 Peg-Out-Hole Task

Consider the task of disassembling peg from a hole,
as shown in Figure 6, where the peg contacts the leftside of the hole.
When the location of compliance center lies in the
origin denoted O1 , O2 , O3 , and O4 in Figure 6, respectively, the orientation change of the peg for each
case can be described as, respectively,
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Figure 6: Peg-out-hole: left-side contact.
and
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o

(29)

where li (i = 1;    ; 4) denotes the distance between
the contact point and the location of the ith compliance center, respectively. Particularly, if the compliance center moves from O3 to O4 , K ox in (28)
can be speci ed zero by the independent nger-based
compliance control method proposed in [7]. Thus, the
orientation change uo of the peg can be expressed
by (29) and also its sign has always negative since uox
is given negative(as discussed in section 3.1).
Note that li (i = 1;    ; 4), and r are given very small
and also  is small. Thus, the signs of the value inside
parentheses in (26) and (27) are positive, while those
of the value inside parentheses in (28) and (29) are
negative in most cases. Since uox is taken negative
always, uo in (26) and (27) becomes positive, and
hence the peg rotate to the counterclockwise direction
about the compliance center in those cases. Also, uo
becomes larger as the location of the compliance center is located near the peg tip. On the contrary, uo
in (28) and (29) becomes negative, resulting in clockwise rotation of the peg which is undesirable for this
task. This observation seems to be somewhat surprising, since compliance center for disassembly task of
peg-in-hole has been usually believed to be chosen as
O3 or O4 . Thus, it is necessary to properly plan the
location of the compliance center, in on-line fashion,
for e ective disassembly task.

Next, consider the case when the peg contacts the
right-side of the hole.

independent nger-based compliance control method
proposed in [7], and therefore we have always positive
uo as follows:




K oxx4 uox;
uo = a4K
o

Figure 7: Peg-out-hole: right-side contact.
When the location of compliance center lies in the
origin denoted O1 in Figure 7, the orientation change
of the peg can be represented by




K ox ; rK oxx uox;
uo = ; K
o ; rK ox 

(30)

where a variable  is de ned as
tan(o )  0; for   jtan( )j:
 = 1;+tan
o
(o )
Also, we can obtain the orientation change of the peg
as the location of compliance center moves to O2 and
O3 as follows:



K
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K
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i ox i

(31)

where ai (i = 2; 3) denotes the distance between the
contact point and the ith compliance center and the
positive variable i (i = 2; 3) for the ith compliance
center is de ned as
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)
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(

)
i
i
o
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1 ; tan(o )
Particularly, if the location of compliance center lies
in the origin O4 , K ox can be speci ed zero by the

(33)

where 4 is determined by (32).
Since uox is given positive, from (30), (31), and
(33), we can notice that if the distance between the
peg tip and the compliance center is greater or equal
to c, uo can be made positive with proper selection
of sti ness elements.
In other way, if the peg rotates too much before the
peg comes out from the hole, the peg comes to have
a similar posture as Figure 6, where the left-side contacts the hole. In this case, the mode of sti ness planning should be changed so that the peg should have
its desired rotational motion. Otherwise, the motion
planning of the peg is such that the peg leave the hole
before the other edge of the peg contact the wall.
Now, we can provide a guideline for selecting the
location of compliance center for e ective peg-in/outhole task in Table 1.
Table 1. E ective location of compliance center.
Task LCC Left Right Range of LCC
O1
X
0  lc < c
PIH O2
4
c  lc  l1
O3 X 4 l1 < lc  l1 + d
O4 X
l1 + d < lc < lp
O1 4 X
0  lc < c
POH O2 4
4
c  lc  l1
O3 X 4 l1 < lc  l1 + d
O4 X
l1 + d < lc < lp
PIH, POH, and LCC in Table 1 denote the abbreviation of peg-in-hole, peg-out-hole, and the location of
compliance center, respectively, and lc is the distance
between the peg tip and the compliance center. And
, 4, and X mean e ective, conditionally e ective,
and not desired status for the given task, respectively.
From Table 1, since the e ectiveness to the given
tasks di er as the location of compliance center, we
can conclude that the location of compliance center
on the peg should be properly planned for more effective peg-in/out-hole tasks and also, the range of
the compliance center denoted O2 may be suitable
for conditionally stable task by planning the sti ness
characteristics in the operational space.
A similar analysis can be possibly performed for the
case that both the left- and right-sides of peg simultaneously contact on the hole.

4 Simulation Results
This section provides simulation results to con rm
the orientation change of the peg when the peg contacts the hole. In simulations, we use a three- ngered
robot hand equipped with ve bar mechanism [7, 13].
The desired sti ness matrix in the operational space
is speci ed as
2
Ko = 4

K oxx K oxy K ox
K oyx K oyy K oy
K
ox K oy K o
2
3

100 0 1:37
= 4 0 1500 0 5 ;
1:37 0 0:5

3
5

(34)

where K ox is determined by (4).
The grasp points of the three- ngered robot hand
are given (;x1 ; ;y1 ) = (;0:03; ;0:06), (x2 ; ;y2 ) =
(0:03; ;0:06), and (x3 ; ;y3) = (0:0; ;0:1), where sign
of all parameters are set positive and those unit is meter. The material of the peg and the hole is assumed
wood. The friction coecient  and the initial orientation of the peg are set as 0:3 and 350o, respectively.
The rst simulation corresponds to Figure 3, where
the parameter l is xed as 0.03m. The second simulation considers the case of Figure 4. the third simulation treats the same task with modi ed compliance
center as shown in Figure 5, where the distance parameter b is set as 0.05m. Finally, simulations for the
peg-out-hole task are performed.
Simulation results for the peg-in-hole task are
shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10, respectively. Figures 8
shows that the orientation of the inserted peg changes
properly upon contacting the left-side of the peg on
the hole. Note that the orientation of the peg in the
case (a) of Figure 9 decrease for the x-directional deection, while that of the peg in the case (b) of Figure
9 increase. Consequently, it can be said that the given
peg-in-hole task is more easily achieved in the case (b)
comparing to the case (a). From Figure 10, it is conrmed that the necessary conditions described in the
equation (25) are satis ed during the contact.
Simulation results for the peg-out-hole task are
shown in Figures 11 and 12, where the length parameters(unit: m) l1 ; l2 ; l3 ; l4 ; lp , and d are set as 0.04,
0.01, 0.01, 0.035, 0.1, and 0.02, respectively. Figure
11 shows that when the location of compliance center
locates in either O1 or O2 , the orientation of the peg
increases for the x-directional de ection, while that of
the peg in either O3 or O4 decreases. Figure 12 shows
the orientation of the peg for right-side contact. We

can see the orientation of the peg increases for all cases
except O1 .
It is observed the orientation of the peg may decrease always or conditionally when a compliance center on the peg is located in O1 , O3 , and O4 . Thus, the
compliance center O2 is best for e ective peg-in/outhole tasks. Also, we can con rm that planning the location of the compliance center on the peg is necessary
for e ective peg-in/out-hole tasks. From the above
analysis, it is concluded that the location of compliance center on the peg should be properly chosen for
e ective peg-in/out-hole tasks and also the coupling
sti ness element existing between the x-direction and
the rotational direction plays important roles in pegin/out-hole tasks.

Figure 8: Orientation of the peg for left-side contact.

Figure 9: Orientation of the peg for right-side contact: (a) is the case that the compliance center lies
in the peg tip and (b) is the case that the location of
compliance center is modi ed.

5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we analyzed the conditions of the
speci ed sti ness matrix in the operational space to

Figure 10: Trend of parameters: (a) K ox (b) aK oxx
(c) K o (d) aK ox.

Figure 11: Orientation of the peg for left-side contact
in the peg-out-hole task: (a) O1 (b) O2 (c) O 3 (d)
O4 .
successfully and more e ectively achieve the de ned
peg-in/out-hole tasks including analysis of eciency
for the tasks as the location of compliance center.
Through the analysis, it is concluded that the location
of compliance center on the peg and the coupling sti ness element existing between the translational and
the rotational direction play important roles for successful insertion and disassembly tasks.
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